World-Famous Currency Trader Reveals Trading Strategies for New
Sydney Traders

During his keynote address at the Success Summit ’19 in Sydney on the 16th of May, world-famous currency trader Greg Secker revealed some of
the trading strategies that he and his team has used to make consistent profits from the foreign exchange (aka. forex) market for years.

The British-born millionaire forex trader, who founded the leading trading education company Learn to Trade in 2003, spoke at the event to inspire
people who are interested in making money from trading, to take the next step and make their dreams a reality.

During his address, Secker introduced the audience to several forex trading strategies that he and his team have developed over the years, some of
which aims to earn the trader about 2-3,000 dollars per week. “And that’s just from that one strategy,” the highly experienced trader said.

Secker added that the company is planning to put together a group of about 50 new Australian forex traders who will be trained extensively over the
next few weeks, learning everything from advanced risk management to chart analysis and a number of trading strategies. At the end of the training,
all participants will be asked to share their results so that the program’s success rate can be verified.

Following Mr. Secker’s visit, Learn to Trades’s Australian team is more motivated than ever to welcome new students into the prestigious training
program. The company’s Australian management team has previously said that there is a huge need for quality forex trading education in Australia,
and that they hope to help new traders get over the initial obstacles and onto the path that ultimately leads to becoming a profitable independent forex
trader.

Headquartered in London, Learn to Trade today also has a heavy presence in Australia, where it has opened a state-of-the-art trading training centre
in Sydney. And with yet another training centre located in the Philippines, Learn to Trade is now firmly positioned as the leading forex trading educator
in the Asia-Pacific region.

In the past, Learn to Trade has successfully trained people from all walks of life, including nurses, teachers, retirees, and others to become
independent forex traders, working from home on a schedule that suits them. In total, more than 250,000 people has been through the company’s
award-winning initial trading workshop.

Learn to Trade offers a wide range of courses and seminars for ordinary people who are interested in learning more about forex trading, ranging from
free workshops, to one-on-one mentoring, and specialised training programs.

To learn more about what Learn to Trade offers or sign up for one of their mentoring programs, visit Learn to Trade online or contact one of their
representatives via email at info@learntotrade.com.au or by phone at (02) 8412 6000.
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